Visit to a Shelter Housing Asylum Seekers
Dear friends.
Lynne and I recently spent two weeks volunteering in a shelter in El Paso, Texas.

Our experience was so exceptionally moving that we wanted to share it with you. Actually, we have three
reasons for writing to you. One is to gather my thoughts. Two is to give you a bird’s eye view of a major
world event. And three is to offer you an opportunity to make a direct, meaningful financial contribution.
In early April we got a copy of a request from the Archbishop of El Paso, Texas to all returned Peace Corps
volunteers. The Bishop urged ex-volunteers to come South and help deal with the overwhelming flood of
refugees being dumped at the border by ICE and the Border Patrol. Lynne and I applied, and we left for El
Paso on Sat., May 11. The job description is here (and really interesting);
https://annunciationhouse.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CurrentVolunteerNeeds-18_MAR_2019.pdf
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We got a room at a motel right next to the airport and only 2 miles from the shelter where we were
assigned. We learned that there are many shelters in the El Paso area. This is a list of the shelters and a
roster of drop-offs by ICE and the Border Patrol on a given day.
94 to Albuquerque
24 all Brazilians to xxx church
63 to xxx Center
30 to xxx shelter
60 to Iglesia xxx in Las Cruces
18 to xxx Lutheran Church
20 to xxx Church
75 to xxx hotel coming from Border Patrol Releases in Las Cruces
100 to xxx hotel
50 to Casa xxx from Deming BP releases
230 to Casa xxx from BP releases in El Paso and BP in Deming
Every day these two entities deliver to our shelter about 50-75 refugees who have been detained for about
3-5 days at the border. Our nightly bed count is about 135. They arrive penniless, often separated from their

families, with bleeding feet, feverish, snotty babies, 10 day unwashed clothing, ravenously hungry and
thirsty, and often unable to communicate in English or Spanish, and with no money or possessions of any
sort.
This woman is the first out of the van. Her life possessions are in her left arm.

Many arrive with ankle monitors.

Nobody could say why some had them and others didn’t.
This is our official welcome sign.

As soon as the bus arrives we gather the people out of the 95 degree sun and invite them into the slightly
cooler lobby. The site coordinator or anybody who is free gives a totally unscripted welcoming speech which
made me cry every time I heard or said it. It went something like this:
"Welcome to the United States. This is your temporary home. You are totally safe here. Nobody will harm
you here. The first thing we will do is take you into the kitchen and give you something to eat. (our refugee

volunteer cooks have been alerted and are scurrying to put out anything they can dig up for this important
snack)."

Often it’s just a PB&J sandwich

Kids helping

Catholic sisters and Mormon missionaries helping

An El Paso church group made lunch once a week

Prayer before meals

Typical meal, tastes pretty good

Not to everyone

Continuing the opening remarks:
“After you eat we will start the intake process where we will copy your documents and fill out forms to
expedite your travel to your US sponsor. When we finish the paper work we will call your sponsor (usually a
brother, a husband, a friend, a cousin) and tell that person how to buy a ticket on an airline or bus for you to
travel to your new home. After I explain the process to your family member, I will pass the phone to you and
you can say hello.” (this is the second time I start crying, but this time I’m not embarrassed because in most
cases the refugees are crying too).
I repeat to the sponsor to go make the tickets and call us back with the info so we can take the people to the
station/airport. After the intake we give out clean sheets and a towel, and a hygiene kit (donated by the
Mormon church), and they go search for an empty cot.

Then to the clothing room to get a change of clothes and into the showers.

That completes the intake process.
At this point while the adults pace around with worried faces, the kids were having a great time.

I overheard one weary refugee mutter, “Look at the kids playing. Already they have forgotten the misery of
their journey. We adults don’t forget”
After waiting sometimes for several days for the tickets to be purchased and the confirmations sent to us,
we drive the departing refugees to the airport or bus station.

Our guests leave for Hyannis, Seattle, South Dakota, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Palo Alto (really), NY,
Wisconsin, Oregon, etc.
Some make it

Some don’t

This is the final crying site, after the incredible joy of watching our people go through the security gate and
the deep sorrow when things aren’t working out.
Lynne and I have just scratched the surface of the daily life at the shelter.
There is so much more, but let’s just highlight a few things to round out the picture.
The Shelter: Located next to the airport and adjacent to the big Border Patrol facility, this large converted
warehouse `had no a/c, and no windows. A sewage leak caused the water to the showers to be cut off for 2
days. Not enough room to accomodate the needs.
Smelly. We had a clinic room, which was a clinic in name only. While we could contact a doctor for
emergencies, there were no trained staff on hand. We distributed the cough medicine, pink eye drops,

tylenol, etc. with trepidation. Lynne spent one whole day at the hospital with a woman who had fallen and
had three blood clots and a series of other complications. No charge and with touching good will.
Volunteers: There were about eight volunteers in two shifts with a two-week commitment and lots of day
volunteers from various religious and local civic organizations. No paid staff! It was never enough help and
we were constantly in a mad scramble to make do. All of us got sick, some worse than others. It was futile
trying to use sanitary wipes as close contact with the arrivals was unavoidable. We worked 8 hour shifts with
no breaks for a brief rest or a bite to eat (we each lost 6 pounds). The only break we got was clothes
shopping (6 bras for $9, new belts for 50 cents each) at the border stores.
The Asylum Seekers: From Honduras, Guatemala, Ecuador, Brazil, Cuba, and just one family from Mexico.
They arrived sick and hurting, babies screaming or moaning quietly. Their shoelaces and belts had been
taken from them. Many nursing mothers. They had zero money or a few crumbled Mexican pesos which did
them no good. Many were from ancient Mayan villages and spoke almost no Spanish at all. Arriving at the
shelter, they were asked to help at the facility in any way asked of them. They were in fact so incredibly
helpful and appreciative beyond words!
The People of El Paso: This is a wonderful city, almost 100% bilingual, a mostly blue city (we were told the
only other in Texas being Austin), an outpouring of support for the shelter in terms of food and clothing
donations, preparing meals, driving refugees to the bus stations, etc. We made it a point to tell the local
people what we were doing there, and we did not receive anything but total support and appreciation. Dios
les bendiga (God bless you) was the universal response, which made us feel so good. One Border Patrol
dude pulled me over after the refugees had vacated the van. I was thinking, oh shit here it comes. Instead,
he says he has a huge bundle of his kids’ clothing in bags and do we accept those kinds of donations. I was
so choked up I could only nod my head.
Big Picture: We were exposed to the crisis at the micro level. I don’t know ICE from Border Patrol from
Homeland Security. We don’t know for the most part how the refugees physically travelled from their
homes. We don’t know the laws governing this mass exodus. So focused on the job, we learned very little
about the bigger picture. We were putting fingers in the leaking dyke with no time to think of anything else.
What we all can do now:
1. Share this recap with others
2. Volunteer at one of the shelters (contact us for more info)
3. Make a donation. You can make a tax-free donation (https://annunciationhouse.org/financial-donations/
Two final thought: an Uber driver, after hearing what we were doing in El Paso said, ““Trump is right. He is
making America great again by mobilizing the humanity that resides in each of us.”
Whether he is right or not, it was true for Lynne and me.
And finally, people ask if we were glad that we went, and would we return?
We answer with this old and familiar tale. “A young boy and his grandfather are walking down the beach. A
big storm had come in the day before and there were hundreds and hundreds of sand-dollars washed up
and starting to die in the sun. As they walked, the grandfather would stop from time to time, reach down,

pick up a sand dollar and throw it into the ocean. Finally, the little boy asked, "Grandfather, why are you
throwing them back in?" and his grandfather replied, "So that they will live."
The little boy thought for a minute and said, "But grandfather, there are so many of them! What possible
difference can it make?" And the grandfather, reaching down and tossing another one back into the ocean,
said, "To that one, it will make all of the difference in the world."
And if it will help, DIOS BENDIGA these brave, battered people!

